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FDI-ANOTO FORMS SOLUTION
Global Leading Product and Services Company Deploys  
Digital Pens and Paper to Field for Faster Central Data Access  
and Real-Time Decision Making  

OVERVIEW:
FDI bridges the gap between remote teams and the central office by delivering real-time 

field data to systems such as ServiceMax, SharePoint, Excel, BI reporting tools, and more.  

By deploying digital pen and paper in the field to collect and transmit data, the common 

delays of scanning and manual entry of data are avoided by the unnamed Global Product 

and Services Company. Data access is not only faster, but smarter and more actionable. 

CHALLENGE:
Paper-based data collection survives in the field because it just works.  It is straight forward, 

doesn’t involve training, never breaks down or gets in the way of the job. While paper data 

collection is easy and natural, getting data off paper can be problematic. Central teams want 

to make real-time decisions and keep business operations running smoothly but delays can 

happen due to delivery and manual entry. 

SOLUTION:  
FDI-Anoto Forms Solution and Digital Pens digitally generates the Global Product and 

Services Company’s field inspection forms, which are printed and then deployed to their 

field engineers with durable digital pens. All the data is captured as its written with date/

time/author stamps, converted to text, and moved directly to their central database. FDI 

creates custom reports and business intelligence dashboards that automate based on their 

workflow and transparency needs. 

RESULT:

The Global Product and Services Company automates their Field Service Inspection 

paperwork without investing in extra personnel, PCs, or extensive training. Remote teams 

collect data naturally in the field and provide that data to the central office, for analysis and 

real-time decision making. 

Contact us today to see how easy it is to turn paper forms into digital paper.


